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Banita, Georgiana. *Plotting Justice: Narrative Ethics and Literary Culture after 9/11*. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2012. [Chapter 3, “Moral Crusades: Race, Risk, and Walt Whitman’s Afterlives” (165-204), examines several post-9/11 American novels, including Gayle Brandeis’s *Self Storage* and Michael Cunningham’s *Specimen Days*, and notes that “both Brandeis and Cunningham invoke the works of Walt Whitman as an axis around which national (and occasionally nationalist) discourses rotate”; argues that both these novels “use Whitman as a historical springboard to pinpoint the dangers that average Americans encounter in their daily lives, outlining a post-9/11 riskscape that complicates what the German sociologist Ulrich Beck refers to as the ‘risk society’ of late modernity”; goes on to analyze how Brandeis builds “on the poet’s egalitarian vision that makes the business of one man the business of all mankind and vice versa,” using “Whitman as shorthand for the vigilant paranoia that befell even categorically ‘blue’ California after the 9/11 attacks,” and evoking “the inflationary empathy that Whitman’s work, taken at face value, seems to propagate,” even while she also associates Whitman with “an inflated Americanism that leads the novelist to take recourse to the poet whenever the moral purity and preeminence of the United States are at stake,” and finally uses Whitman “not so much to revitalize the self as impoverish it,” stripped bare to an empty form; argues that in Cunningham’s work (especially “The Children’s Crusade”) “Whitman’s presence . . . is at once more elliptical and more intense,” since Whitman is “equally lucky whether or not he makes a moral choice,” while Cunningham “longs for an ethics of preference” to “fill the space left behind by a vacuous ethics of risk” that “may in the end revert to racial difference as its principal site of distinction.”]


Blalock, Stephanie. “‘Tell what I meant by Calamus’: Walt Whitman’s Vision of Comradeship from Fred Vaughan to the Fred Gray Association.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 172-191. [Provides significant new information on the members of the “Fred Gray Association” of young male companions of Whitman who gathered at Pfaff’s beer hall and who seem to have replaced Fred Vaughan as Whitman’s “‘Calamus’-comrades”; offers an overview of Whitman’s relationship to Vaughan and provides “an overview of the [Fred Gray] association and specific information about individual members” (including Gray, Hugo Fritsch, Benjamin Knower,
Nathaniel Bloom, Charles S. Kingsley, Edward F. Mullen, Samuel M. Raymond, and Dr. Charles Porter Russell), all of whom were “attracted by the literary fame of Pfaff’s,” “were accomplished men with promising careers ahead of them,” “came to the cellar during the Civil War,” and “were drawn to Whitman”; argues that Whitman saw the association as “both an extension of ‘adhesiveness’ to a larger group of men and a step toward the ‘City of Friends’ he imagined in the ‘Calamus’ poems.”

Bleyer, Bill. “Walt Whitman Birthplace to Get Poet’s Historic Family Bible.” Newsday (October 12, 2014). [Reports that Natalie Swertfager Pearson of Florida has presented the Whitman family Bible, originally in the possession of Whitman’s sister Mary Elizabeth Whitman Van Nostrand, to the Walt Whitman Birthplace, where it will be kept in the archives.]

Bohan, Ruth L. “Whitman and the ‘Picture-Makers.’” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., Whitman among the Bohemians (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 132-154. [Reprints and discusses a number of sketches by artists who gathered at Pfaff’s beer cellar (including Thomas Nast, Solomon Eytinge Jr., Frank Henry Temple Bellew, and Edward F. “Ned” Mullen) and knew Whitman; examines “caricatures of the poet” found in one of his notebooks (from the period he frequented Pfaff’s) that raise “important questions about the extent to which Whitman modeled and encouraged pictorial formulations of the bohemian type”; identifies Ned Mullen as the likely artist of several of the caricatures; and argues that “the drawings in Whitman’s notebook graphically confirm a level of intimacy and familiarity between the poet and his Pfaffian friends that is remarkable even within the easy give-and-take of the bohemian community.”]


Boorse, Michael J., ed. Conversations (Winter 2014-15). [Newsletter of the Walt Whitman Association, Camden, New Jersey, with news of association events; this issue contains one article, listed elsewhere in this bibliography, and the results of the Association’s annual high school poetry contest.]

Bradford, Adam C. Communities of Death: Whitman, Poe, and the American Culture of Mourning. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2014. [Argues that, while both Poe and Whitman were heavily influenced by the mourning culture of their time, their use of it differed, with Poe focused on the tendency of mourners to cling to anything that could remind them of their lost loved ones and Whitman focused not on the mourner but on the soul’s immortality; suggests how Poe’s Gothic and macabre literature influenced Leaves of Grass, and traces a more essential literary relationship between these two authors than previously realized, arguing also for a close interplay between sentimentalism, romanticism, and transcendentalism.]

of Myself,” with characters as ghosts speaking various parts of the poem; premiered in August 2014 at Salem Athenaeum, Salem, Massachusetts.

Burek Pierce, Jennifer, and Micah Bateman. “Song of 2,000 Whitman Lovers.” *Chronicle of Higher Education* (January 5, 2015). [Dialogue between Burek Pierce and Bateman about their experience in the University of Iowa’s first MOOC, a six-week course on “Song of Myself,” in which both participants “adopted the mantra ‘What would Whitman do?’ to guide us”; concludes by meditating on how Whitman’s line “I teach straying from me, yet who can stray from me?” “reflects the way we have moved away from the classroom while attempting to master this poet; the way MOOC students craft literature that challenges or parodies Whitman, then proclaim their admiration for him and this novel enterprise; the way we are all gasping with the effort of this endeavor, yet feel reluctant to let go when it ends.”]


Chamhoff, Lisa. “Walt Whitman’s Schoolhouse Part of Property Up for Sale.” *Newsday* (November 6, 2014). [Reports that the schoolhouse in which Whitman taught in 1840, built in 1807 and originally located in Woodbury, Long Island, but moved in 1927 five miles away to an estate in Oyster Bay Cove, is now for sale as part of the estate.]

Cho, Kyu-taek. “A Re-reading of Walt Whitman’s Civil War Poetry.” *Studies in British and American Language and Literature* [Korea] 111 (2013), 1-18. [Argues that Whitman during the Civil War was transformed from an antebellum “poet-prophet” to “a kind of poet-historian” and shows how after the war, Whitman’s work demonstrates “humanitarian love and forgiveness and reconciliation between the dead and the living”; in Korean.]

Cho, Kyu-taek. “Walt Whitman and Vincent Van Gogh: Focusing on Their Artistic Meeting through ‘Starry Night.’” *Studies in British and American Language and Literature* [Korea] 103 (June 2012), 17-35. [Studies the ways “Whitman’s poems have inspired and influenced Van Gogh’s paintings” and how the two artists “passionately loved nature and celebrated its myriad of stars”; in Korean.]

Chung, Eun-gwi. “Speaking ‘with’: Rethinking Whitman’s Sympathy in/ outside His Culture.” *Journal of British and American Studies* [Korea] 28 (June 2013), 133-160. [Examines “the notion of Walt Whitman’s sympathy,” using David Reynolds’ “vigorous recreation of the vanished literary culture shaped by canonical and popular writers of Whitman’s era,” and focusing on a comparison of “Song of Myself” with Longfellow’s “The Slave in the Dismal Swamp”; argues that Whitman “kept distance from the genteel tradition of his time” and, by “feeling/speaking with” attained “a different layer of sympathy in his slave poem, while Longfellow fell in the net of ‘pity’ in a condescending gesture”; in Korean.]


DeSpain, Jessica. Nineteenth-Century Transatlantic Reprinting and the Embodied Book. Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2014. [Chapter 4, “Whitman’s Democratic Marrow: Democratic Vistas within a British Working Class Cheap Series” (143-174), examines British nineteenth-century reprints of Democratic Vistas, with a focus on the Walter Scott Publishing Company reprint in their Camelot Series, “specifically devised to attract a newly enfranchised group of working class readers”; demonstrates how Whitman worked with Camelot’s editor Ernest Rhys to organize the book “to appeal to this British audience”; and argues that “the uniform bindings for all the books in the Series, beginning with Le Morte d’Arthur and stretching through four centuries of prose written in English, positioned Whitman not as the foundational voice of a new leveling literature, but as one of many world authors in a longstanding British working-class canon.”]

Dial, Garry, and Dick Oatts. That Music Always Round Me. Philadelphia: BCM+D Records, 2014. [Two-CD set of music composed by Garry Dial and Dick Oatts with lyrics by Whitman, including “Poets to Come” (Oatts), “Unfolded Out of the Folds” (Dial), “To One Shortly to Die” (Oatts), “Sometimes with One I Love” (Dial), “To Him That Was Crucified” (Oatts), “Are You the New Person Drawn Toward Me?” (Dial), “To a Pupil” (Dial), “Old Ireland” (Oatts), “Reconciliation” (Dial), “The Voice of the Rain” (Oatts), “To a Stranger” (Dial), “That Music Always Round Me” (Dial), “To the Garden the World” (Oatts), “To the East and to the West” (Oatts), and “O You Whom I Often and Silently Come” (Dial); all performed by Temple University Concert Choir (conducted by Paul Rardin) and Temple University Vocal Jazz Collective (conducted by Mitos Andaya), with New York Studio Vocalists (conducted by Richard DeRosa); choral arrangements by Richard DeRosa.]


Eckstrom, Leif. “On Puffing: The *Saturday Press* and the Circulation of Symbolic Capital.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 53-74. [Examines Henry Clapp Jr.’s often contradictory attitudes toward “puffing” (“the promotion of books by editors and critics under the guise of independent criticism and review”) in the *Saturday Press*, arguing that the practice at Clapp’s newspaper “encapsulated a wider, contradictory set of ideas about how literary value related to economic value and how literature functioned as a commodity”; analyzes how the *Press* aggressively promoted Whitman despite Clapp’s “anti-puffing policy” and sees in Clapp’s practice “a set of conflicted exchanges that wrestled with the possibility of autonomy in the literary marketplace and underscored the stakes of symbolic capital production in late-antebellum New York.”]


Esdale, Logan. “Adorning Myself to Bestow Myself: Reading *Leaves of Grass* in 1860.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 155-171. [Examines how the bohemians at Pfaff’s beer cellar interpreted the 1860 *Leaves of Grass* and argues that they misread the book, defending and celebrating the “Naked Poet” who loved what Henry Clapp Jr. called “Nature unadorned”; analyzes the way that Whitman’s 1860 *Leaves* in fact celebrates not nakedness but “adornment,” a kind of halfway state between stripped-down nakedness and over-ornamentation: “Whitman asks that we both take things off and try things on. . . . To read *Leaves of Grass* in 1860 was to try it on.”]


liography of editions of Whitman's work, reference works about Whitman, biographies of the poet, and criticism on Whitman (divided into multiple categories).]


Franklin, Kelly. “‘Without being Walt Whitman’: Vicente Huidobro, Whitman, and the Poetics of Sight.” Comparative American Studies 12 (December 2014), 282-300. [Examines Chilean vanguardista poet Vicente Huidobro's 1918 poem *Ecuatorial* in relation to Whitman’s “Salut au Monde,” tracking the ways Huidobro “wrote back” to Whitman, borrowing his “elevated, comprehensive poetics of sight”—his heightened global perspective—but then rejecting Whitman and his imperial vision in his 1931 *Altazor*, where, facing World War II, the poet discovers that instead of “containing multitudes,” he must “empty himself, to create anew.”]

Friedman, David M. “Oscar Wilde and Walt Whitman Once Spent an Afternoon Together. Here’s What Happened.” New Republic (October 17, 2014). [Reviews Oscar Wilde’s January 1882 visit with Whitman and suggests that “what drew him to Whitman’s home was the opportunity to discuss fame. . . . Wilde didn’t travel to Camden to learn how to be a famous writer. That, he was certain, he would later teach himself. He went to learn how to be a famous person. It would be hard to imagine a more apt pairing of teacher and student.”]


authorship and representation that ultimately lead to a set of similarities between two well-known figures of nineteenth-century American history: Walt Whitman and Sojourner Truth; investigates “what happens when we put them in the same critical space” by suggesting “that thinking about these two figures together casts new light on the questions of who is speaking, how that speech is reported, and what it matters for American literature.”

Gray, Nicole. “Walt Whitman’s Marginalia as Occasional Practice.” *PBSA: Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America* 107 (2013), 467-494. [Examines Whitman’s “annotation practices” as part of a project “to begin to gather Walt Whitman’s annotations and marginalia into one digital space” for the online *Walt Whitman Archive*; argues that “Whitman’s annotations reveal a composition process that connects his poetry (and more broadly his intellectual life), both physically and semantically, to other printed materials circulating in the nineteenth century,” and proposes that the “clippings, pastings, and pinning the poet used in his marginalia . . . enact various forms of close relation between reading and writing for Whitman”; analyzes “a specific late example of Whitman’s marginalia, consisting of a series of notes by Whitman in a book of poetry by John G. C. Brainard, an American poet and newspaper editor in the early nineteenth century” as a document that “represents the complexity, the difficulty, and also the richness that this body of evidence can provide,” since these notes also form drafts of Whitman’s late poems “The Dismantled Ship” and “Going Somewhere.”]

Gunderson, Laura. *I and You.* *American Theatre* 31 (July/August 2014), 74-88. [Prints full script of a play in three acts about a white teenage girl and a black teenage boy who meet in her bedroom to work on a project about pronouns in *Leaves of Grass*; premiered at Marin Theatre Company, Mill Valley, California, October 2013, and performed at numerous theaters across the country.]


Whitman’s poetry and Buddhism as exhibiting two forms of antinomianism, “the dissolution of dualistic oppositions,” and posits that “in the history of Japanese reception of Whitman, there have been some instances, notably the case of Matuura Hajime, where the Buddhist form of antinomianism intervened,” and where “justification by faith” turned into “justification by nature”; in Japanese.

Hurdley, Rachel. “Synthetic Sociology and the ‘long workshop’: How Mass Observation Ruined Metamethodology.” *Sociological Research Online* 19 no. 3 (August 15, 2014), socresonline.org.uk. [Examines the phenomenon of “Mass Observation” and notes that its characteristics of “inconvenient materiality, its peculiar temporality and its diverse content” all “reflect on its methodology,” and argues that this methodology is remarkably similar to Whitman’s in *Leaves of Grass*, whose “vernacular poetry can inform the poetics and politics of sociological methodology” because “Whitman’s writing was founded upon close, constant observation and engagement with people, other creatures, places and things, rather than the abstract, universalizing modernist poetry that followed,” and his poetry “has been woven into the cultural biography of the U.S.,” allowing us to draw “an analogy between Mass Observation’s ‘Popular Poetry’ and Whitman’s democratic poetics.”]

Ifill, Matthew L. “A Stepping Stone to Whitman’s Past.” *Conversations* (Winter 2014-15), 1-4. [Reports on the recent removal of the original carriage stone with the initials “W.W.” that was in front of Whitman’s Mickle Street home in Camden and describes its replacement by a replica stone; reports the original is being preserved for eventual display; goes on to tell the history of the carriage stone and how it is part of the story of Whitman’s receiving a gift of a horse and carriage from friends and supporters in 1889, and how the stone is part of the story of Whitman’s Camden home being preserved as a historic site.]

Ikeda, Daisaku. *Journey of Life: Selected Poems of Daisaku Ikeda*. Translated from the Japanese by Burton Watson, Robert Epp, and others. London: I. B. Tauris & Co., 2014. [“Like the Sun Rising” (217-226) is a poem “offered to Walt Whitman, poet of the people, on the centenary of his passing, with affection and respect”; poem was read by the author at a commemorative ceremony at the Walt Whitman Association in Camden, New Jersey, on March 26, 1992, and concludes, “Walt Whitman, my sun! / Light my way, shine on forever!”]


Karbiener, Karen. “Bridging Brooklyn and Bohemia: How the *Brooklyn Daily Times* Brought Whitman Closer to Pfaff’s.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 1-18. [Examines how Whitman’s work for the *Brooklyn Daily Times* “stabilized his precarious economic situation” and gave him the money “needed to commute to and drink at Pfaff’s,” as well as positioning him geographically closer to Pfaff’s and forcing him to “adapt his voice to different audiences, readying him for the bigger challenge of fitting in at Pfaff’s”; examines the history and politics of the newspaper.]
Katz, Wendy J. “A Newly Discovered Whitman Poem about William Cullen Bryant.” *Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* 32 (Summer/Fall 2014), 70-76. [Identifies, reprints, and discusses an 1842 poem entitled “To Bryant, the Poet of Nature,” appearing in the *New Era*, and argues it was written by Whitman because it is signed “W.W.,” because it resonates with Whitman’s “poetics both prior to and after *Leaves of Grass,*” and because its appearance fits with “his relationship to editors of political presses in these years.”]


Kim, Soo-kyung. “Walt Whitman’s Equality of Oneness Based on Human Divinity.” *New Studies of English Language and Literature* [Korea] 51 (2012), 23-44. [Argues that Whitman “pursued equality of oneness,” with “no difference between man and woman, Americans and African slaves, body and spirit, the rich and the poor, the successful and the failed, the living and the dead, the Union soldiers and the Confederate soldiers, and the good and the bad,” with everything part of an “equal divinity”; in Korean.]

Kim, Soo-kyung. “Walt Whitman’s Messianic Prophetic Role as Poet in His Poems.” *Studies in English Language and Literature* [Korea] 38 no. 2 (2012), 45-62. [Argues that “Whitman took Jesus Christ as his role model in his poems because Christ loved all the people regardless of gender, race, class” and represents “the embodiment of universal love,” which resonates with Whitman’s celebration of “common people’s divinity”; in Korean.]

Kim, Young-Hee. “Religious Study on the Sounds of *Leaves of Grass.*” *Literature and Religion* [Korea] 18 no. 3 (2013), 1-18. [Investigates the “religious qualities of voices in *Leaves of Grass,*” arguing that *Leaves* “is voices, songs, marches, and chants which bless all men and all things in God’s love”; in Korean.]

Koester, Christy. “I Sing of Myself, a Loaded Gun: Sexual Identity and Nineteenth-Century American Authors.” Master’s Thesis, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, 2014. [Discusses how “modern identity politics have encouraged us to label the sexuality of American authors of the past” and examines “the effects of those labels” on Whitman and Emily Dickinson, given the “modern media consumption and presentation of those identities”; *Proquest Dissertations and Theses; MAI 53/02* (April 2015).]

Lee, Deuk-hee. “The 9/11 Terrorist Attack and Whitman’s Ghosts.” *Studies in British and American Language and Literature* [Korea] no. 112 (March 2014), 23-45. [Argues that American poets after 9/11 “are like the ghosts of Whitman and their mentality is like Whitman’s ‘déjà vu’ after the Civil War,” and “his spirit is still strolling through the streets of Manhattan as a ghost shouting a message of love, not religious doctrine, reconciliation, not hatred”; in Korean.]

Lee, Deuk-hee. “Vision of Reconciliation in the Poetry of Walt Whitman.” *New Studies of English Language and Literature* [Korea] 59 (2014), 157-184. [Argues the Whitman is the “poet of reconciliation,” who seeks to be “a conciliator for our life conflict,” enacting a three-phase reconciliation with body, with society, and with death, as he “seeks immortality through the eternity of art”; in Korean.]

Lee, Deuk-hee. “Whitman’s Utopia: Its Ideal and Limitations.” *Modern Studies in English Language and Literature* [Korea] 54, no. 4 (2010-2011), 187-212. [Explores Whitman's attempts to realize the ‘Democratic Utopia’ in America” and the ways this ideal was undermined “because of the deep-rooted selfishness of the American politicians and capitalists” and the frustrations caused by the Civil War’; in Korean.]

Lee, Geun-in. “A Study of Jeong JiYong’s Translation and Creative Writing.” *Journal of Korean Culture* 24 (2013), 147-169. [Examines Korean author and translator Jeong JiYong’s translations of William Blake and Whitman to determine the impact these writers had on his own poems; in Korean.]

Lerner, Ben. *10:04*. New York: Faber and Faber, 2014. [Novel about a writer in New York who writes a novel in which “I’ll work my way from irony to sincerity in the sinking city, a would-be Whitman of the vulnerable grid”; Whitman is an abiding presence in the novel, evoked frequently.]

Levin, Joanna. “Freedom for Women from Conventional Lies’: The ‘Queen of Bohemia’ and the Feminist Feuilleton.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 75-97. [Examines Whitman’s attitude toward bohemian Ada Clare and how her “support of Whitman fit into her larger bohemian agenda,” which included “her informal salon on Forty-second Street,” a place she conceived of as a liberatory zone for women, all the while musing on how it could be used more broadly to reconstruct relationships between the sexes,” thus pioneering “new intersections between women’s rights and bohemianism”; offers an overview of Clare’s career and concludes that she “shows us how one metacultural figure, the female bohemian, transacts with older patterns of identification, providing a fraught but progressive encounter between feminism and sentimental convention, bohemianism and the genteel tradition.”]

Levin, Joanna, and Edward Whitley, eds. *Whitman among the Bohemians*. Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014. [Collection of twelve essays (two reprinted) that “follow Whitman’s experiences with the antebellum bohemians from his initial discovery of the counterculture scene at Pfaff’s to his relationships with individual bohemians and beyond”; each essay is
listed separately in this bibliography; with an introduction (xi-xxiv) and bibliography (231-242) by Levin and Whitley.]


Lockwood, Patricia. *Motherland Fatherland Homelandsexuals*. New York: Viking, 2014. [Contains the poem “The Father and Mother of American Tit-pics” (58-64), imagining Whitman as the “mother” and Emily Dickinson as the “father” of American poetry, exchanging pictures of their breasts: “Walt Whitman nude, in the forest, staring deep into a still pool—the only means of taking tit-pics available at that time.”]

Loeffelholz, Mary. “Stedman, Whitman, and the Transatlantic Canonization of American Poetry.” In Joanna Levin and Edward Whitley, eds., *Whitman among the Bohemians* (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2014), 213-230. [Examines poet and critic (and onetime frequenter of Pfaff’s beer cellar) Edmund Clarence Stedman’s “pioneering consideration of Whitman’s place in American poetry” in his anthology *Poets of America* (1885), in which he claims that “it was in bohemia . . . that Whitman invented an ‘art of living’ inseparable from his invention of a new matter of poetry, and inseparable from his cultivation of an audience”; argues that Stedman uses Whitman’s bohemianism as a basis for positing that “Whitman points forward to an increasingly transnational literary field divided in increasingly complex ways by new forms of capital, including cultural capital,” and demonstrates that Stedman eventually constructs a “hyperliterary, formalist, nearly decadent Whitman” who is “less the American Adam than the American Swinburne.”]

Loginov, A. L. “Walt Whitman, ‘A Letter to the Russian’: From the History of the Name and the Destiny of a Unique Text.” *Filologia* [Russia] 1 no. 2 (2013), 157-158. [Examines Whitman’s December 20, 1881, letter to a potential translator of *Leaves of Grass* into Russian and argues that the letter illuminates “the dynamics of the development” of Whitman’s poetry”; in Russian.]

Martin, Liam, ed. *The Prophet of Mannahatta: A New Reading of Walt Whitman*. Charleston, SC: CreateSpace, 2014. [Selection of Whitman’s poetry “inspired by Khalil Gibran’s *The Prophet*” and by “Ayn Rand’s little book of wisdom, *Anthem*”; offers “a Whitman reader in the form of *The Prophet*,” with twenty-two “chants” on “particular topics” (i.e., love, marriage, children, the body, suffering, doubt, beauty, religion, death) emphasizing “the ‘wisdom’ side of Whitman”; rephrases “a few sexually suggestive words and phrases” and makes other changes to Whitman’s text; illustrated; preface by Martin.]

Matthews, Joshua. “Walt Whitman’s Vision of the Inferno, or Dante in Drum-taps.” *Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* 32 (Summer/Fall 2014), 36-69. [Examines Whitman’s re-reading of Dante’s *Inferno* in 1862, analyzes his notes on the poem, and demonstrates how “the Inferno offered Whitman a powerful exemplar poem of the historical and sociological interconnections between sociology, theology, civil war, and the politics of union and
disunion”; argues that “Whitman re-envisioned key aspects of the Inferno, altering certain scenes and descriptions in that poem for his own personal poetic statements about the Civil War” so that Dante’s work “inspired the relationship between the form, content, and tone of much of Whitman's wartime poetry and prose.”]

McGinnis, Eileen. “Developing Hypotheses: Evolutions in the Poetics of Whitman and Melville.” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 2013. [Examines “the pre-Darwinian, transatlantic contexts of evolutionary discourse” and argues “that for Walt Whitman and Herman Melville, development is a key term in their particular constructions of a distinctive American literature in the 1840s and ’50s,” underlying “Whitman’s conception of an experimental poetic voice in the 1855 Leaves of Grass”; goes on to track both authors’ continuing use of and growing distance from evolutionary theory in the last half of the century, suggesting “that developmental evolution offered alternative formal and epistemological possibilities for mid-19th-century American literature, enabling Whitman and Melville to develop hypotheses about literary truth and human value”; Chapter 2, “Whitman’s Evolutionary Poetics,” and Chapter 3, “The Unknown Road Still Marching’: Whitman and Development after 1859,” both focus on Whitman.]


Miller, Stephen. Walking New York: Reflections of American Writers from Walt Whitman to Teju Cole. New York: Fordham University Press, 2015. [Chapter 3, “Walt Whitman: Magnetic Mannahatta,” examines Whitman as one of twelve American writers (and several British authors) who have walked the streets of New York and have written their impressions of the city, negative and positive.]


Noble, Mark. American Poetic Materialism from Whitman to Stevens. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015. [Chapter 2, “Whitman’s Atom: Sex and Death in the ‘Wide Flat Space’ of Leaves of Grass” (47-80), is an expanded version of Noble’s “Whitman’s Atom and the Crisis of Materiality in the Early Leaves of Grass” (American Literature, June 2009), arguing that “in its third edition Whitman’s project famously takes a darker turn that compels many of his 1860 poems to develop strategies for managing a tension between the final insolubility of the material and radical solubility of the personal,” creating “a generative paradox within Whitman’s materialist poetics—a paradox characterized by a material subject that accumulates even as it dissolves; by the introduction of a margin at the center of commensurability; and by a poet making poems he claims he cannot make.”]

(or Soo-young, 1921-1968) and Whitman, arguing that Whitman is “possibly absorbed into Kim Su-young’s works, modified with the times and conditions in his unique way,” and arguing that the main similarity is seen in the two writers’ “way of expressing ‘love’”; in Korean.]

Osborn, Holly Fulton. “Apparitional Economies: Spectral Imagery in the Antebellum Imagination.” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Kentucky, 2014. [Considers Whitman among other nineteenth-century American authors in “a historical consideration of economic conditions through the antebellum era and an examination of how spectral representations depict the effects of such conditions on local publics and individual persons,” revealing “how extensively the period’s literature is entangled in the economic”; argues that “the spectral narrative of Whitman’s poems aids my reconfiguration of value in the specter’s position as substitute and referent, setting adrift the idea of value’s steadfast relation to a standard,” making “fluctuating value . . . a particularly unsettling crisis of confidence”; ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (DAI-A 76/01, July 2015).]

Park, Sunhee. “The Image of Christ as Redeemer in Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass.” Literature and Religion [Korea] 17 no. 3 (2012), 149-165. [Examines how “the themes of Christianity like love, sacrifice, and salvation” are given “concrete images” in Leaves of Grass, arguing that the book is “deeply influenced by the Bible” but that Whitman’s “religious thoughts are not purely Christian, but mixed with his liberal and transcendental ideas,” though he does “pervasively” use “the image of Christ as redeemer,” casting “Christ-like savior imagery on himself” and insisting that “Christian thoughts will be his principal poetic theme”; in Korean.]


Plummer, Kim, and Cynthia Shor, eds. Starting from Paumanok . . . 27 (Fall 2014). [Newsletter of the Walt Whitman Birthplace Association, with news of Association events, including, in this issue, the news that the Whitman birthplace has received the designation as a “Literary Landmark” by United for Libraries, and the news that Brian Bain Caldwell, grandson of early Whitmanites Frank and Mildred Bain, has donated to the Birthplace twenty-four letters written by his grandparents and other early Whitmanites, including Horace Traubel.]

Raabe, Wesley. “Estranging Anthology Texts of American Literature: Digital Humanities Resources for Harriet Beecher Stowe, Walt Whitman, and Emily Dickinson.” CEA Critic 76 (July 2014), 169-190. [Discusses the changing approaches of “teachers of literature in the twilight of the print anthology era and at the dawn of a digital humanities era,” and offers the example of using “the online text-comparison tool Juxta” to examine with students the changes Whitman made in the various published versions of “Song of Myself” and “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,” leading students to “suspect that anthology editors by reprinting a later toned-down version” of Whitman’s poems “have sought to protect their tender sensibilities.”]
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